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Aristotle on Mathematical Pythagoreanism 
in the Fourth Century BCE 
In this first chapter, I will attempt to describe the kinds of Pythagoreans who may 
have existed from the sixth through fourth centuries BCE and the philosophical 
activities in which they seem to have engaged by appeal to the evidence preserved 
by Aristotle. The goal is to identify the characteristics that distinguished the math-
ematical Pythagorean pragmateia-where we may tentatively describe a pragma-
teia here (fur Aristotle) as both the object of a philosophical inquiry and the 
treatment of the same object-from the pragmateia of the rival acousmatic 
Pythagorean brotherhood in Magna Graeda. This goal is part and parcel of the 
larger project that will occupy the entirety of this book: to trace the history of 
mathematical Pythagoreanism &om a variety of informed ancient perspectives. 
My claim in this chapter is that Aristotle, especially in Metaphysics A and the lost 
writings on the Pythagoreans (preserved in a fragmentary state without significant 
modifications in Iamblichus's work On the General Mathematical Science),1 estab-
lishes this distinction by appeal to the divergent philosophical methodologies of 
each group: the mathematical Pythagoreans. who are the same as the "so-called 
Pythagoreans" in Metaphysics A, employ superordinatel mathematical sciences in 
establishing something that approximates demonstrations that explain the "reason 
why" (-ro 8wn) they hold their philosophical positions, whereas the acousmatic 
Pythagoreans, who are distinguished &om the "so-called" Pythagoreans in Meta-
physics A, appeal to basic, empirically derived "fad' (TO cfn) in defense of their 
doctrines. Furthermore, I suggest, Aristotle criticizes the pragmateia of the 
mathematical Pythagoreans for·irnproper methodological procedure: while the 
1. I refer to Aristotle's "works on the Pythagoreans~ on the grounds that we cannot know for 
sure what worlt Iambllchus was using to extract his descriptions of the Pythagoreans. Titles are 
attesred for On the Pythagoreans (one book),Apinst the Pyt1ulgoreans (one book), On the Phi-
losophy of Archytas (three books), and Summary of the Timaeus and of the Works of Archytas. 
2. I employ the term "superordinateu to refer to those sciences Aristotle coll8idered wperior 
to the ·subordinate• or•one beneath the oth~ (8arepov1mo OarEpov) sciences (APo. l 7, 
75b15-16), following Johnson 2009. 
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demonstrations offered by the mathematical Pythagoreans represent a signifi-
cant philosophical innovation over the uncritical reflection on the so-called 
"facts" by the acousmatic Pythagoreans, the mathematical Pythagoreans' activity 
of hasty assimilation across categories leads to confusions in logic and meta-
physics. Analysis of the extant fragments of Philolaus of Croton (among others) 
gives evidence for the kind of approach to understanding the universe that Aris-
totle associates with the mathematical Pythagoreans, and it becomes likely that 
the targets of Aristotle's disapproval are those Pythagoreans who undertook to 
perform basic demonstrations of the Pythagorean definitions of things as pre-
served in the acusmata attributed to Pythagoras. It becomes possible, then, to 
inquire further as to whether Aristotle's classification might have any value for a 
reconstruction of the philosophical methodologies of earlier Pythagoreans in the 
first half of the fifth century BCE. 
The Pythagoreans of the fifth century BCE probably did not see themselves as 
a community unified by philosophical and political doctrines. Rather, insofar 
as we can reconstruct their history, there arose an internal conflict among the 
Pythagoreans who were living in the southern part of Italy, which appears to 
have effected a split between the ascetic Pythagoreans who lived in the western 
part of Italy (and fled to Asia Minor) and the intellectualist Pythagoreans who 
occupied the eastern part of the Italian peninsula, near Tarentum. Differences 
in approach to the philosophical "life» and its activities can already be detected 
in the comic fragments that survive from the early part of the fourth century 
BCB, as Christoph Riedweg has shown.3 With Aristotle, I suggest, we find a 
rather elaborate account of the division of the early Pythagoreans into two 
groups-traditionalist acousmatics (oi aKOVC1J..LaTU<O{) and progressive math-
ematicians (ot J..La£Jr,J..LaTU<o{). What the terms "acousmatic" and "mathemat-
ical" mean will require a careful examination of Aristotle's ~riptions, a 
project that will occupy chapters 1 and 2.4 While most modern scholars have 
3. Riedweg 2005: 108-109. 
4. It is extremely difficult to correlate the bifurcation into •acousmatic" and "mathematical• 
Pythagorean with the tripartite subsections that developed in the Hellenistic world (UE{3o,CJTU<oi. 
-rroN.TU<o~ p.aD-ruJ.aTU<ot). Delatte (1922: 22-28) took seriously the possibility of the tripartite 
organi2alion, to which earlier and ~er tJaditions as well as the so-called Hellenistic pseudo-
Pythagorean writings adhere closely. Burkert (19n: 193 n. 6) suggests that the triad is a chro-
nological grouping that aligned with the terms llv8ayopuc:o~ llv8ayopw>t, llv8ayopwral 
and comsponded with the "pupils, pupils of pupils, external achocates (€tc.o&v 'TJN»Tal)" 
(Anon. Phot 438b = lheslelf 237.7-12), and whose philosoplucal interests m Aristotelian 
terms are associated respectlvely With theology, human affaus (i.e. politics), and mathematical 
sciences, including geometry and astronomr I suspect that these chronological associatio:JS are 
all developed, at least in some way. out of the historical writings of T'unaeus of Tauromeniwn, 
who~c treatment of Pythagoreanism I will discuss in chapter 3. Zhmud (2012: 183-185) con-
siders all these distin<..tions to be dated much later, probably from the first century CB. 
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been willing to accept the classifications. of acousmatic and mathematical 
Pythagoreans of the fifth century BCE, they nevertheless assume. that certain 
contradictory elements within their own constructed "Pythagoreanism" might 
be misinterpretation or confusion on the part of ancient critics like Aristoxe-
nus, Dicaearchus, or T'unaeus,5 all Hellenistic commentators whose accounts at 
least partially derive from the descriptions of Pythagoreanism in the writings of 
Aristotle.6 I would like to present an alternative account. Since Aristotle, our 
most comprehensive early source for a history of Pythagoreanism, differenti-
ated two groups ofPythagoreans along methodological lines (or so I will argue), 
we should admit the possibility that these apparently contradictory elements in 
our own reconstruction reftect actual divisions within the community. Indeed, 
the primary criterion for distinguishing acousmatic from math~atical 
Pythagoreans, as I will show, is each group's pragmateia (7rpayp.aTEla), a term 
that must be further contextualized in order to make sense of precisely how 
Aristotle draws the line. 
ARISTOTLE ON THE PRAGMATEW OF THE PYTHAGOREANS 
It is my contention that Aristotle differentiates two groups of Pythagoreans 
according to the pragmateia of their respective philosophies. What does the 
term pragmateia mean for Aristotle'? It will be useful to start with an operating 
definition, which can then be developed in the course of our argument· in Aris-
totle's usage, the pragmateia of a philosopher or philosophical group is both the 
object of their philosophical inquiry and the unique treatment of that object in 
their philosophy.' Some possible meanings for Aristotle listed in LSj: "system" 
(Metaph. 1.6, 987a30 and LS, 986a8), "philosophical argument or treatise~ (Top. 
1.1, 100a18 and 1.2, 101a26; Phys. 2.3, 194b18; EN 2.2, 1103b26), and "subject of 
such a treatise" (Phys. 2.7, 198a30). Similarly, Bonitz (1970) lists several possible 
meanings, among wh1ch we see: rei alicuius tractatio via ac ratione instituta 
(Pol. 3.1, 1274b37), interdum non tam tractationem rei quam rationem rei trac-
tandae (Rh. 1.15, 1376b4), or even quaestio (APo. 2.13, 96bl5). We can assume 
5 Here I refer to the historian Timaeus of Taurome!lium, who is not to be confused with 
Timaeus of Epizephyrian Locri, the fictional epo11ymous authority in Plato's dialogue. 
6. Most recent scholars accept the distinction between acousmatic and mathematical Py-
thagoreans as original with AriStotle, e.g. Burkert (1972: 192-207), Hutfman (1993: H-12 
and 2010), Kahn (2001: 15), McKirahan (1994: 89-93), and Riedweg (2005: 106-108); an 
exception is Zhmud (2012: 169-206), who wonders whether the division is original with 
Nicomachus, but nevertheless accepts the basic tenninology along these lines. 
7. Some other scholars' definitions of Aristotelian pragtnQteia are "philosophic activ-
ity'' (Burkert/Minar 1972: 194) and "enterprise" (Steel 2012: 181). Unfortunately, Aristotle 
nowhere explicitly defines pragmatela. 
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some semantic overlap, in the sense that for Aristotle, there was a fluid relation-
ship between these meanings. Pragmateia is apparently first used in a technical 
manner by Archytas ofTarentum, who posits it as the "treatment" or "investi-
gation into" an object of mathematics: 
Logtstic [a l.oyLOT~o~<a] seems to be far superior indeed to the other 
arts in regard to wisdom, and in particular {it seems] to deal with 
[rrpaylloaTEVE:CJ8at] what it wishes more clearly [ivapyE:aTE'pw] than 
geometry. Again in those respects in which geometry is deficient, logistic 
puts demonstrations into effect [ ct7To&lfws E'ITLTEAEL] and equally, if there 
is any pragmateia of shapes [El 1-LEV EWiwv TEa 1Tpayp.a.TEW. ], [logistic puts 
demonstrations into effect] with respect to what concerns shapes as well. 
(ARCHYTAS F 4 HUPFMAN = Stobacus Proem; translation 
after Huffman) 
Archytas seems to use the abstract term pragmateia as well as the verb pragma-
teuesthai to refer to both the object of philosophical investigation and the treat-
ment suitable to that object. This usage is in contrast to that of Plato, where 
pragmateia more generally means "the business of" (e.g. Grg 453a2-3, Theaet. 
161e4)l without any technical philosophical usage. It thus becomes possible that 
Aristotle inherited this special use of pragmateia and terms related to it from 
Archytas himself.' The idea that Anstotle might have adopted the technical ter-
minology for the categorization of objects of philosophy and particular treat-
ment of those objects from a Pythagorean is significant, since, as I wiY argue, 
ArJBtotle himself uses the term pragmateia as a marker that establishes charac-
teristic distinctions between acousmatic and mathematical Pythagoreans 
a~.cording to the treatment of the objects of their philosophical inquiry.10 The 
larger implications of the difference between the pragmateiai of the mathemat-
kal and acousmatic Pythagoreans ha:ve a direct significance for this study, 
8. Noted by Huffman (2005: 251). 
9. Still, there is one place (R. 7, 528d1-3) where Plato uses the term pragmateia in relation 
to mathematics. Glaucon asks Socrates if the "geometry" is to be considered the "study of the 
plane" (roii tm1rl&v 7Tpayp.a7'f.ia). In the context of Plato's criticisms of Pythagoreanism, 
especially of Archytas, it is probable that Glaucon is using a term inherited from Pythago-
rean mathematics here. 
10. 1hat Is. if we should considet Archytas to have been a Pythagorean. I coWlt him as one, at 
least in a conditional sense, for reasons I~ out In chapter 3. Hufi'man has inferred from the 
fact that Anstotle wrote thn:e books on Arcbytas and two boob on the Pythagoreans, and 
from the fact that Aristotle never calls Archytas a "Pythagorean," thatArchytas's "Importance 
was not limited to the Pythagmean tradition" (2005: 128). 
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since, as I will show, the figure credited with establishing the distinctive prag-
mateia of the mathematical Pythagorean&, Hippasus ofMetapontum (ea. 520?-
440 BCB?), may have also played a central role in the political factionalization 
that occurred in the Pythagorean community in the second quarter of the fifth 
C·entury BCE.11 
Who was this "Hippasus of Metapontum"? A substantial portion of this 
book will deal with this elusive and enigmatic figure, and I will begin by 
contextualizing him with the broader classification of the mathematical and 
acousmatic Pythagoreans advanced by Aristotle. The consensus view, which 
follows Walter Burkert in his extremely influential study Lore and Science 
in Ancient Pythagoreanism (1972), is that Hippasus of Metapontum was 
a mathematical Pythagorean (J.La87JiloaTU<.os). What is more troubling, 
though, is that neither Burkert nor those who follow him are sure how to 
define a Pythagorean J.La87JILaTLKOS or his philosophical activities.u This 
provides an opportunity for us to pursue a more complete understanding 
of the Pythagorean ILa87JiloaTU<.OS, especially in the light of Aristotle's 
classification of two types of Pythagoreans 13 The relevant evidence for this 
comes in a tricky passage from Iamblichus's work On the General Mathemat-
ical Science, in which Iamblichus is summarizing14 portions of Aristotle's 
lost works on the Pythagoreans: 
There are two types of the Italian, also called the Pythagorean, philosophy. 
For there were also two kinds of people who treated it, namely the acous-
matics and the mathematicians. Of these two, the acousmatics were recog-
nized to be Pythagoreans by the others [the mathematicians], but they did 
not recognize the mathematicians [as Pythagoreans], nor did they think 
that the pragmateia [of the mathematicians] derived from Pythagoras, but 
rather that it derived from Hippasus. 
11. Iambi. DCM 25,76.16-77.24 and VP 257-258, 138.14-139.9.1 will discuss these specific 
passages more extensively In chapters 2 and 3, respectively. 
12. Burkert 1972: 192-201 SimUarly followed by Hulfman (2005), Riedweg (2005), and 
Kahn (2001). Zhmud (2012: 255-258) emphasizes the role that a7TOOEtEEts play in Pythago· 
ras's teaching of the p.a9t}p.ar1Kol in Iamblichll!'s account (also see Zhmud 2006: 132, where 
he refers to Hippocrates of Chios, Archytas, and Eudoxus as "typical" p.a97JtJ.a:nxo{). 
13. Riedweg's account (2005. 106-108) is probably the best synthetic account outside of 
Burkert (1972), although we should recognize the care with which Burnyeat (2005a) a:am-
•ned the philosophical context in Aristotle (without analysis of the polibcal aspects of the 
reported schism). Burnveat thus leads the way for my study. 
14. A1J I will suggest below, Iamblichus goes on to quote the work directly. 
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~vo 8' EO'T~ Tfj!: 1-ra>..rxfj~ cp.Aoaocpla!: -.w17, KaA..oviLf11"7!: SE 
llv8ayop~. 800 yap~~~ YE1117 Kal. TcOIIILf.Ta;l(_Etp'"'O~IIWII av-nlv. ol 
•• .). ' 1 r~~ (} I 1 ~\ r \ 1 \ fKV QKOVC1jLQTr.KO£, Ot Ut; jLa T}jLQTtKO£. TO'lJTWJI OE Ot jLEJ1 QKOVC1jLQTLKOt 
WjLoA.oyoviiTo llvOayopetot dvat inro rwv £-rf.pwv. ToV!: SE 
jLafhJILaTLKoVS OVTOt oux. wp.oA.oyovv, oUTE nJII 7TpayiLaTelav aVTWV 
elvat ITv8ay6pov, &Ma 'I7T7Taaou. 
(IAMBLICHI1S, On the General Mathematical Science 25, 76.16-22) 
Now Burk.ert synthesizes the material derived from Aristotle's works on the 
Pythagoreans and preserved by Iamblichus15 in order to demonstrate two sig-
nificant points; first, that all followers of Pythagoras were adherents of the acus-
mata, also called symbola,16 a set of orally transmitted sayings passed down 
from Pythagorean teacher to student in the period of silence that apparently 
attended the first five years of their educational curriculum, ctnd second, that 
what distinguished the ascetic acousmatic Pythagoreans ( UKotJC1jLQTU<ot} from 
the progressive mathematical Pythagoreans (ILa9r}jLaTU<o{) was each group's 
unique philosophical and political pragmateia: 
Aristotle recognizes among the Pythagoreans a twofold 7TpayjLQTEla: on the 
one hand, the llv8ayopucolllfJ8ot, metempsychosis. the Pythagoras legend, 
and the acusmata, and on the other a philosophy of number connected with 
mathematics, astronomy, and music, which he never tries· to trace back to 
Pythagoras himself and whose chronology he leaves in abeyance.v 
Furthermore, Burkert argues that Aristotle categorized the Pythagorean acus-
mata according to whether or not they answered these three questions: -r{ EGTL 
(what is?), T{ ~AWTa (what is to the greatest degree?), and T{ 1TpaKTf.ov (what 
is to be don!!?).18 While the implications of this fascinating tripartite categoriza-
tion both for Aristotelian philosophy and for Pythagoreanism could extend far 
15. Zhmud's argwnents (2012: 174) that suggest Clement of Ale:nndria as the source for the 
division into dxavap.aTU<ol and fLaf}qp.a:rU<o{ are not decisive. For one thing, it remains 
for Zhmud to explain the philosophical language of the passage quoted by Iamblichus. See 
b.:low in chapters 1 and 2 for my alternative treatment of the evidence. 
16. See Zhmud2012: 173 with n.16. 
17. Burkert 1972: 197. 
18. See Burkert 1972: 167-169, with Iambi. VP 82, 47.11-13, and Delatte 1915: 274-307. 
Burlcert rightly reminds Wl that these Ao~y transmitted maxims and sayings" were also 
called symbola Recently, Struck (2004: 96-110) has attempted a comprehensive study on 
symbolic or enigmatic rommunication in antlqwty, although his book also does not treat the 
third kind of acusma. 
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beyond this study, throughout this chapter I focus chiefly on the third 
classification, namely on those things that fall under the category T{ 7TpaKTEov . 
Burkert explicates those acusmata that fall under the category "what is to be 
done" by focusing, almost entirely, on ethical imperatives and ritual activity.19 He 
demonstrates their significance for the establishment of a Pythagorean way of life 
as an "amazing. inextricable tangle of religious and rational ethics:'lO This is a 
valuable approach to understanding one important aspect of the philosophical 
lifestyle ascribed to the Pythagoreans, because it reveals the religious semantics of 
pragmateia. Burk.ert's study also reflects its own Aristotelian intellectual lineage 
since, as Iamblichus argues (in the Aristotelian analysis of the "what is to be done" 
injunctions that follows on their listing), what is divine (TO (Jei.ov) is the first prin-
ciple and origin ( dpX'7). :n But I ~uspectthat there is more to Aristotle's classification 
of the two Pythagorean pragmateiai than Burk.ert discusses. For Aristotle, as for 
Archytas, the term pragmateia was chiefly associated with philosophical method-
olog}·, and not only with theology, although the latter is implicated in the former. 
Can we gain some traction on the philosophical activities of the Pythagoreans by 
examining more closely this implication of theology in philosophical activity? 
One passage from Iamblichus's work On the Pythagorean Life, probably derived 
from a Peripatetic account of Pythagoreanism, helps to show the way: 
All such acusmata, however, that define what is to be done or what is not 
to be done [7Tepl roil 7Tparmv ij p.~ 7TpcX'T'TEW], are directed toward the 
divine [eaTox_aara£ 7Tpor; To 9ei.ov], and this is a first principle [dpX'7], 
and their whole way of life is arranged with a view to following God [ o 
fllos r'iTTar;; aviiTETaKTm 7Tpor;; TO cilcofl.ov8e'i"v TqJ fJecFJ], and this is the 
rationale [My~] of their philoSophy. 
(1.\MBLICHus, On the Pythagorean Way of Life 86-87, 50.18-21; translation 
after Dillon and Hershbell1991) 
, One of the great challenges of this passage is to extract what, if anything. traces 
back to the fourth century BCI!. We may never be absolutely certain.22 The reference 
19 Burlcert 1972:174-192. Similarly followed by Kahn (2001: 9-10) and Riedweg (2005: 63-67). 
20. Burkert 1972: 185. 
21. Iambi. VP 86, 50.18-19. Note that Aristotle makes a similar claim at Metaph. 1.2, 983a6-
l 1, on which ~e Nightingale 2004. 236-237. 
12 Zhmud (2012: 189) thinks this passage derives from Nicomachus, but 1 think it is an 
overstatement to describe the differences between the varioWI passages of VP 81, 87-89, 
and 82-86 as "self-evident," especially since, as Zhmud himself admits (p. 191), there are 
Mclear signs of editorial emendations by lamblichw." A related problem here is the grammar 
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to the acusmata-especially those that deal with "what one is to do" injunctions-
sounds Aristotelian, as does the ascription of divinity to the first principle. A likely 
source for this part of the text, as I argue in chapter 2, is Aristoxenus ofTarentum, 
who speculated about the Pythagorean first principle in related ways in his Pythag-
on:an Precepts.23 In the passage that immediately precedes this one, however, the 
attempt to define a "first principle'' {apm) and a "reason" or "rationale'' (A.6yos) 
for the Pythagorean philosophy as related to the first principle is characteristic of 
Aristotle's method of describing and critiquing earlier philosophical systems. We 
might, for example, recall the beginning of the Nicomachean Ethics (1.4, 1095a30-
bl4), where Aristotle questions whether it is better to employ arguments (A.6yOL) 
that derive from first principles (a1ro rwv apxrov) or those that lead to first prin-
dples (E1Tt TaS apxas).ln this digression, Aristotle appears to distinguish his own 
philosophical method from Plato's by arguing that we should begin from what is 
already known and familiar to us, namely, the "what is" or "tact" ( ro on), which he 
also calls a "first principle" (dpXI7).2' With regard to first principles, Aristotle's ap-
proach here stands in contrast to the approach attributed to the Pythagoreans in 
Iamblichus's work On the Pythagon:an Way of Lift 86-87, which attributes to 
Pythagoreans the sorts of A.6yot that reduce to the first principle, namely the 
divine.25 
But which Pythagoreans, acousmatics or mathematicians, was Iamblichus 
describing in this passage? Or was he talking about the pragmateia of all the 
Pythagoreans? There is no standard scholarly position on this question, in part 
because scholars have been unclear about which sections deriv'?from the Peri-
patetic source, or how much Iamblichus has doctored the text 36 It is likely, 
of "aiming" (eOT6XaOTal). While it is the case that Aristotle speaks of "aiming at" objects 
such as a "good" (Pol. 1.1, 1252a4), "pleasure" (Metaph. 6.2, 1027a3) or "the mean" (EN 2.9, 
1109a30-2), the object at which one aims is always in the genitive case, whereas in Iambli-
chus it is in the 7Tp0s + accusative phrase. 
23. See chapter 2, section entided "Pythagoreanism and the Axiology ofWhat Is 'Honorable."' 
24. QpxTJ yap TO ern· Kat £l TOVrO <f>alvoiTO dpxoWTWS, oVSEv 7Tpoa&7]a£' Toil lMn. 
On the relationship between the "fact" and the "why," see Burnyeat 1981: 118 and, more 
recendy, Zhmud 2006: 136. 
25. In this way, the Aristotelian passage preserved in VP 86-87 may have funned the basis 
for (or referred to the same system described by} Aristoxenus's account of the Pythagorean 
Precepts, especiallyF 33 Wehrli (=Iambi. VP 174-176, 97.23-98.24) andF 34 Wehrli(=Stob. 
Eel. 4.25.45), which describe the ontological stratification of being for the "Pythagoreans:' 
See Huffman 2006: 112 and 2008: 107-108. Theophra.stus (Metaph. lla26-bl2) also speaks 
of Plato and the "Pythagoreans" as redadng to the first pnnciples, on wluch see Horky: 
forthcoming. 
26. See Burkert 1972: 196 n. l7. 
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I suggest, that the reference is to the Pythagorean& in general and not to a par-
ticular group. in this passage. While it is true that the distinction between 
acousmatic and mathematical Pythagorean& immediately precedes this passage 
in Iamblichus's text, there are three reasons for interpreting this passage as re-
ferring to Pythagoreans more generally. First, Iamblichus separates a long pas-
sage where he discusses the distinctions between two groups of Pythagoreans 
(On the Pythagorean Way of Life 81-86, 46.23-50.17) by a poignant "however" 
{Jl.E117oL), suggesting that he has completed discussion of the split between two 
groups of Pythagoreans.27 Second, there is nothing specific to suggest that we 
should identify the sy~em of religious order described as acousmatic or math-
ematical: this is unsurprising, since it is generally agreed that the mathematical 
Pythagoreans accepted the religious and ethical precepts of the acousmatic 
Pythagoreans.18 Finally, when Iamblichus returns to discussing the acusmata 
later in the treatise (On the Pythagorean Way of Life 137, 77.13-19), he repeats 
this passage almost verbatim and describes it as illustrating the principles of 
religious worship of the gods as attributed to Pythagoras and to his followers 
(ITvOayopas 'Tf. KaL oi. a1T'ati-rov avl>pE~). Thus, the broader description of 
the pragmateia of the Pythagoreans (as formulated by Iamblichus in his work 
On the Pythagorean Way of Life 86-87) focuses ·on two important aspects that I 
will continue to discuss in this study- the hierarchy of the cosmos, which one 
honors by understanding that the divine is the first principle that must be pur-
sued in order to attain the good; and the hierarchy of a political organization, 
which is analogous to the cosmic hierarchy. In this way, when Iamblichus's Peri-
patetic source characterized the universal Pythagorean pragmateia, he seems to 
have exploited both the religious and political senses of the term dpXI7.29 
Close attention to philosophical methodologies, however, might give us a better 
inMght into the rationales that distinguished the pragmateiai of the different 
Pythagoreans. When he describes the rationale (A.6yos) for the maxims that 
27. Iamblichus synthesizes the descriptions of the two groups: the first group, the 
aKOWJ.'aTIXO~ are said initially (VP 82, 47 .4-6) to practice a philosophy "without dem-
onstration and without argument" (dva7T6&U<Ta Kat allf.V AOyou) and are later (VP 
86, 50.9-12) associated with those who undertake philosophical activity that is properly 
"Pythagorean• (IIv8ayopU<at); and the J.'afhJp.a.nKo~ who offer up "probable reasons" 
(EU<OToAoylat), are called "some [others) from outside" (£v,m l~w8£V). N. I will show, I 
believe the distmction given earlier between dxowp.aTU<ol and p.alJrjp.aTIXol to be Aris-
totelill:l, whereas I suggest that the later differentiation between those "inside" and "outside" 
the school may derive from Timaeus of Tauromenium. See chapter 3. 
28. See Huffman 2010, Riedweg 2005: 106- 107, and Kahn 2001: 15. 
29. Aristoxenus is explicit in exploiting both meanings by reference to the Pythagoreans and 
is the likely source here. See chapter 2, section entitled "Pythagoreanism and the Axiology of 
What :s 'Honorable:" 
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answer the question TL 7rpaKTI.ov, lamblichus (VP 86, 50.6-13) distinguishes the 
use of rationales by the more conservative Pythagoreans from the use by those 
people whose philosophical activities he claims are "non-Pythagorean" (ovK F.i.al 
Ov8ayopuca{) and who are also <:alled "outsiders" (lfw(kv). Are those figures 
designated "outsiders" the same as the mathematical Pythagoreans? 
The evidence concerning the "esoteric" and "exoteric" Pythagoreans in Iam-
blichus's work is ambivalent, but it is not likely, I suggest, that Aristotle under-
stood the division along insider and outsider lines.30 Rather, as 1 will show in 
chapter 3, the source for the passages that distinguish "exoteric• from "esoteric" 
Pythagoreans m Iamblichus's work On the Pythagorean Way of Life appears to 
be the late fourth-/early third-century BCE Western Greek historian Timaeus of 
Tauromenium, who posited a division between those Pythagoreans who were 
more advanced in their learning (inside) and those who did not advance beyond 
a certain level (outside).31 Even so, the source for this part of On the Pythagorean 
Way of Life 86 still evinces a divisiOn along philosophical grounds. These "exo-
teric" Pythagoreans differ from the "esoteric" Pythagoreans specifically because 
they "attempt to attach a likely rationale/account" (1TF.tpw~vwv 1Tpoaa1TTf.tv 
f.ixcrra A.&yov) to the ethkal injunctions that constitute the Pythagorean acus-
mata.32 The "likely account" (f.iKoroA.oyla) that Iamblichus's source attributes 
to those people who are "non-Pythagoreans" or "exoteric" in~ passage repre-
sents a more sophisticated approach to wisdom traditions such as those of 
Pythagoras or the Seven Sages, but it is not "mathematical" in the strong sense, 
at least if we are to judge by the examples given. The sorts of "likely account" 
given by the "exoteric" Pythagoreans are focused on practical-indeed, even 
30. Of course, Aristotle himself referred to some of his writings as "exoteric" (£ewnpuwl 
1\.oyo,), which, at EE 1.8, 1217b22 he sets in contrast to those writings that he calls "philo-
sophical" (ol KO'TII <f>V.oaocf>lav A.ciym). Much has been said about this distinction, and 
little is agreed on (for two divergent recent accounts, see Gerson 2005: 47-76 and Zanatta 
2008: 26- 35). What is of value for this study is that the version of the "exoteric•resoteri< .. • 
division found in Iambllchus's works is never explicitly drawn by Aristotle and, therefore, 
probably owes its origins to someone else. For a useful study of the relatioiillhip between 
the terms "exoteric/ esoteric" and "acousmatic/mathematical" Pythagorean, see von Fritz 
1960:8-10. 
31. In chapter 3, I _explore at much greater length Timaeus of Tauromenium's critlcisrm of 
Aristotle's history of the Pythagoreans. 
32. The term ElK~ 1-ciyos, wluch is technical. receives a great number of conflicting treat-
ments in antiquity. ln Plato's Timaeus (30b8), it refers to the "likely story" that cannot, on 
Morgan's reading (2000: 275), be verifia~e by appeal to empirical knowledge. It is interesting 
to note that Ps.-Archytas's On Intelligence and Peruption (F 1 Thesleff = Stob. 1.41.5) re· 
fers to ~ixOToA.oyla, in ;'eference to political treatises, namely things that deal with "affairs" 
(1tpO.E,as). 
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politkal-reasoning in a way not unlike the f.tKWS A.6yo!>' given by Timaeus of 
Epizephyrian Locri in Plato's Timaeu.s and developed in some of Aristotle's 
works, including the Politics." According to Iamblichus's source, those who 
were described as "exoteric" Pythagoreans exhibited different types of logos, in-
cluding cultural-historical explanation ("one should not break bread" because, 
in the past, people used to come together in order to eat a single loaf of bread, 
as foreigners do) and normative-religious ("one should not break bread" because 
one ought not to establish the sort of omen that occurs at the beginning of the 
meal by means of breaking and crushing bread).:u Such examples suggest that 
the "exoteric" Pythagoreans whose pragmateia involved cultural-historical or 
normative-religious types of logos appealed to fifth century BCE sorts .of expla-
nation, such as those we find in the writings of Herodotus or the writers of the 
Hippocratic Corpus.lS They appear, in this account, to resemble more the 
Pythagorists of Middle Comedr who know how to make clever arguments by 
using various fallacious devkes ( E7rwocfx-'o~wv), or even the sorts of Preso-
cratics whose speculations formed the basis for the character of Socrates in 
Aristophanes's Clouds, than highly regarded practitioners of wisdom. Still, ac-
cusations of illegitimate claims to wisdom are as old as Pythagoras himself, and 
they were of interest to Timaeus of Tauromenium: our source for Heraclitus's 
slander of Pythagoras, in which he refers to Pythagoras as a "prin<:e of lies" 
(K07Tl&oV apX71y0s), iS TimaeUS himself.36 
3~. See Bumyeat 2005b, who emphasiles the reasonableness or appropriateness (the "ought": 
b~t) that constitutes the goal to which the practitioner of the EiKws Aciyos aims. I consider 
Plato's nmt~eus to be an "exotenc" Platonic dialogue, in the sense that it IIlliUs public and 
explains what might otherwise be considered "unspeakable" ideas in a fourth-century BCB 
context to an ind!stinguished audience. 
34. It is worth noting that the information preserved here is almost exactly the same as that 
attributed by Diogenes Laertius to Aristotle's work On tht Pythagoreans (F 195 Rose = D.L. 
8.33-35). It is possible, then, that lamblichus was looking at Aristotle's text while recording 
this information or, for that matter, that the historian iunaeus ofTauromenlum had access 
to Aristotle's text while drawing up his own list of the acusmata (on which see chapter 3). 
35. For Herodotean io-ropla and its contexts, see Lateiner 1989: 15-17 and Thomas 2000: 
21-27; for Presoaatic and Hippocratic io-ropl.a see Schiefsky 2005: 19-35; more gener-
ally, for philosophically related uses of mopla before Plato, see Riedweg 2005: 94-95 and 
Darbo·-Peschan.slo 2007. 
36 FGrHist 506 F 132 (see DK 22 B 81). 1he term imaatj>{(,op.tu occurs in Iamblichus 
and in post-Iamblichean texts, but it is also attested in the Hippocratic corpus (Art. 14) 
with reference to clever doctors who demonstrate their cleverness by attaching a piece of 
lead to a fractured bone in order to stabilize it. See Burkert 1972: 174 with n. 64 and 200. 
I would add, however, that such "cleverness" is attached to the Tarentine Pythagoreans 
whose rhetorical logoi are satirized in two plays, both entitled The Tarentines, written by the 
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So On the Pythagorean Way of Life 86-87 presents us with a paradigmatic 
case of the problems involved In sorting out the sources oflamblichus's infor-
mation concerning the classification of the Pythagoreans: not only must we 
deal with the terminology of at least two different historians (Aristotle and pos-
siblyTimaeus, not to speak of Aristoxenus or Nicomachus), we have to be sen-
sitive to how Iamblichus miSht have confused the accounts. Despite this 
hindrance, we can gain some traction on the question of the philosophical ac-
tivities of the various Pythagoreans as Aristotle figured them by appeal to a 
passage, preserved by Iamblichus fortunately with some direct quotation: 
(A) There are two types of the Italian, also called the Pythagorean, philos-
ophy. For there were also two kinds of people who treated it: the acous-
matics and the mathematicians. Of these tw~ the acousmatics were 
recognized to be Pythagoreans by the others [the mathematicians], but 
they did not recognize the mathematicians [a8 Pythagoreans],37 nor did 
they think that the pragmateia [of the mathematicians] derived from 
Pythagoras, but rather that it derived from Hippasus. Some say that Hip-
pasus was from Croton, while others say from Metapontum.38 And, of the 
Pythagoreans, those who concern themselves with the sciences [olnEpt 
fourth-century BC!l comedians Alexis oflhurii (F 223 K.-A.: ITv8ayopLa,uot Kal >.&yot 1 
>.errrot Suoap.t)..evflhat n tj>povrl&s I rpltj>ova' ixelvovs} and Cratinus the Younger 
(F 7 K.-A.: f.8~ t'crrlv ain-«Xs ••. 8ta1r£tpW_uevov I rijs rwv A&ycuv Pwi-I~S -raparr£w 
KUL KVKiill I TOt<; avrJJlTOI<;, TOt<; wEpaC11, TcX<; TfUpL(JhW~Lf!aLV, I TOi<; Q7TOTfAQIIOt<;, 
TOt<; ,ueyi8£atv, vou{3tcrriJ<iiJ<;). We can thus posit a popular tradition, not necessarily de-
rived from Aristotle, that attributes sophisms of a rhetorical sort to the Tarentine Pythago-
reans. Note, too, that Cratinus employs terms both rhetoncal and mathematical, such as 
7TEpa~ and piy£8os, translated by Edmonds as nend• and "sublimity.'' The fonner is attested 
In a rhetorical sense in the Aristotelian Rhetoric to Alexander (32, 1439a38), where it is 
described as the conclusion that rounds otf an exhortation. The latter appears In Aristotle's 
Rhetoric (3.9 •. 1409a36), with reference to periodic sentences that can be measured, as well 
as in Dionysius of Halicarnassus ( Comp. 17}, as "sublimity.• It is difficult to know precisely 
what Cratinus the Younger Intended their meaning to be. 
37.lamblichus elsewhere (\'P 87, 51.7-12), in a pasaage that is attached to the same one 
given in DCM, attributes to a certain acousmatic Pythagorean "Hippomedon" the claim that 
Pythagoras originally gave demonstrations of the precepts, but that, due to the laziness of 
those who passed them down, ultimately only the precepts remained. Unfortunately, it is 
difficult to confirm this information, since (1) there are textual problems here (see Deubner's 
text); (2) we know almost nothing else about this Hippomedon; (3} it is possible that lamblt-
chus has confused "acousmatk" with "mathematical• Pythagorean here, as he did earlier at 
VP 81, 46.26-47.3 (sec Burkert 1972: 1'96 n 8}, 
38. It is not clear to me whether this sentence is Iamblichus's Insertion or original with his 
source, who is probably Aristotle. 
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'TU IU18~J.L1.1Ta]39 recognize that the others (i.e. the acousmatics] are 
Pythagoreans, and they declare that they themselves are even more 
[Pythagorean], and that the things they say [a A.lyovow] are true. And 
they'0 say that the reason [ alTta] for such a disagreement is this: 
(B) "Pythagoras came from Ionia, more precisely from Samos, at the time 
of the tyranny of Polycrates, when Italy was at its height, and the first men 
of the city-states became his associates. The older of these [men) he 
addressed in a simple style, since they, who had little leisure on account of 
their being occupied in political affairs, had trouble when he conversed with 
them in terms of sciences [~U~lnJIUlra] and demonstrations [ a7To&t{E£s ]. 
He thought that they would fare no worse if they knew what they ought to 
do (EiMras rC 8Ei nparrEw], even if they lacked the explanation [aYEV 
rijs alrlas] for it, just as people under medical care fare no worse when 
they do not additionally hear the reason why they ought to do [8u1 r1 
1TpaKrlov] each thing in their treatment. The younger of these [men], 
15 
39. The term p.a8~~-taTa is extremely difficult to translate, and no single translation will do 
JUStice Alternatives include "learning" or "mathematics," but I think Burk.ert (1972: 195 and 
207 n. 80) is correct in defining thill term as the branches of learning the Greeks called arith-
metic, geometry, astronomy, and music. We should note that Archytas specificallv refers to 
hiS predecessors as TOL7TEp1 TO ILf!fhl.UaTa (Archytas F 1 Hutrman) and attributes to them 
innovations in scientific method, especially concerning numbers, geometry, music, and the 
motions of the stars. In chapter 6, I argue that Archytas Is referring chiefly to Hippasus when 
he speaks of his predecessors. 
40. Who is the subject of this tj>aaM Stylistically, there is a minor change of tune from the 
previous section, which had focused on whether or not the acousmatics or mathematicians 
"recognized" one another (various forms of dp.o~O)IEW), where a distinction is drawn be-
tween the acousmatics who "did not recognize" (In the Imperfect tense) the mathematicians 
as Pythagoreans, and the mathematicians who •recognize• (in the present tense) the acous-
matics as Pythagoreans. The appearance of the phrase oi mpt Ta p.afH}pa-ra in that earlier 
section suggests the possibility, indeed, that the information might derive ultimately from 
Archytas (see the previous note}. And, as I argue in c..'lapter 3, Archytas and other mathemat-
ical Pythagoreans wrote about their predecessors. But the appearance of concern with "rea-
son• or •cause" (alTta), which is followed up m the portion that seems to be quoted direcdy 
(B), which focuses on causation, suggests that someone who formulated a philosophical en-
gagement with causation IS responsible for the information that follows. From what remains 
of Archytas's fragments, there ts no obvtous interest in causation as such; but Eudemus's 
account of Archytas's phySlcs (A 23 Huffman) suggests that he did believe that mequality 
and unevenness were causes of motion. And he was concerned with demonstration as well 
(F 4 Huffman}. Still, we cannot bt sun: that Budemus has not mapped Peripatetic terminol-
ogy onto Archytas's ideas about physics. The most obvious candidate for the subject of this 
cj>aa{v, then, remains Aristotle, as Burlcert originally argued (1972: 457}, and as Burnyeat 
has confirmed (2005a: 40-43). Possibly thi& material derives from one of Aristotle's works on 
Archytas. Thanks to Monte Jobnson for pressing me to clarify my position on this issue. 
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however, who had the ability to endure the education, he conversed with 
in terms of demonstrations and sciences. So, then, these men [i.e. the 
mathematicians] are descended from the latter group, as are the others 
[i.e. the acousmatics] from the former group:' 
(C) And concerning Hippasus, they say that while he was one of the Pythag-
oreans, he was drowned at sea for committing heresy, on account of being 
the first to publish, in written form [Sui TO efEVEYKE'iVKal. yp6.1/JaafJaL],41 
the sphere, which was constructed from twelve pentagons. He acquired 
fame for making his discovery, but all discoveries were really from "that 
man" [as they called Pythagoras; they do not call him by name]42 •• • well, 
then, such are basically the characteristic differences between each philo-
sophical system and its particular sdence.43 
(IAMBLICHUS, On the General Mathe1TUltical &ience 25, 76.16-78.8) 
This passage oflamblichus, which is the central evidence for Aristotle's version 
of the factionalization of the Pythagorean brotherhood, 44 further supports my 
. claim that what primarily distinguished the acousmatic _and mathematical 
Pythagoreans was the object of their philosophical inquiry and treatment· of 
that object (pragmateia) . The passage can be divided into three sections: (A), 
which, while not obviously direct quotation, is nonetheless derived, in great 
part (if not wholly), from Aristotle's lost writings on the Pythagoreans; (B), 
which is apparently direct quotation from Aristotle; and (C), which is also 
likely to be derived from Aristotle.'5 In the section apparently quoted directly 
from one of Aristotle's lost works on the Pythagoreans (B), what distinguishes 
the acousmatic from the mathematical Pythagoreans is type of knowledge: the 
41. For a more precise analysis of what this phrase means in context, see chapter 2, section 
entitled •Aristotle on Hippasus of Metapontum:' · 
42. There is likely to be an interpolation here, which originally came from the History of 
A.7 :thmetic ofEudemus of Rhodes. See.Zhmud 2006: 187. 
43. A very similar version found at Iambi. VP 87-89, 51.12- 52.14, but-notwithstanding the 
confusion of acousmatic and mathematical, discussed in note 37, and the interpolation probablv 
from Eudernus-there Iambllchus substitutes the Mfollowers of Pythagoras" (rwv d~pcA)v Twv 
d~v) for ·~ (-rciW p.a/}qp.aTwv) and "we have ascertained" (7ra.pW..#ap.Ev) . 
for •such are the characteristic differences" (Tow.iira lurt Ta aui434Jrli«Yra).1he presence of 
the Aristotelian term aup.fJ41TJKCJra in DCM probably indicates the more original text. 
44. We can compare this account with that given by Iamblichus at VP 247, 132.18-21, whose 
provenance is unclear (possibly Nicomadlus). 
45. These divisions accord with the switch to indirect discourse and return to direct 
discourse. I will discuss (C) more extensively in chapters 2 and 3. 
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acousma tic Pythagoreans only have knowledge of the fact of "what one is to don 
(Tl S,;'i 1TpaTT£W), but the mathematical Pythagoreans, whose understanding 
is more advanced, have knowledge of the "reason why they are to do" (001 Tt 
-rrpaxTeov) what they should do.46 1his methodological distinction between 
•fact'' (oTt) and "reason why" (&aT{) is originally Aristotelian, and it thus cor-
roborates my suggestion that passage (B), and possibly the contingent passages 
(A) and (C), derive from Aristotle.t? Indeed,. the distinction between the "factn 
(o-n) and the "reason why" (Swn) is central in Aristotle's controversial de-
scription of the knowledge of mathematicians in the Posterior Analytics: 
The reason why [n) SwTt] is superior to48 the fact [S~.acf>Epet Toil oTt] in 
another way, in that each is studied by means of a different science. Such is 
the case with things that are related to one another in such a way that one 
is subordinate to the other, e.g. optics to geometry, mechanics to stereom-
etry. harmonics to arithmetic, and star-gazing to astronomy. Some of these 
sciences bear almost the same name, e.g. mathematical and nautical as-
tronomy are called "astronomy," and mathematical and acoustical har-
monics are called "harmonics." In these cases it is for those who concern 
themselves with perception to have knowledge of the facts [To on eialva,J, 
whereas it is for the mathematicians to haY! kn..owledge of the reason why 
['TO awn EWEllat] For the latter grasp~9 4emonstrations of the cause~ 
[Twv ai-rU.Ov Tas ci7Toaelfets], and they often do not know the facts [To 
oTt], just as people who study the universal often do n<it know some of the 
particular instances for lack of observing them. 54 The objects of their study 
are the sort that, although they are something different in substance, make 
use of forms [KE)(Pl1Tat To'is EWTJCTW] . For mathematics is concerned with 
forms; its objects are not said of a particular substrate. 
(ARIST OTLE, Posterior Analytics 1.13, 78b34-79a8) 
46. The distinction is also identified by Iamblichus at VP 82, 47.4-10 
47. Some scholars (e.g. Zhmud 2012: 186 and, following him, Afonasin 2012: 31_ n. _75) have 
speculated that lhJ$ whole passage is chiefly derived_ from ~i~omachus; but there.lS Simply no 
e\idence ofNicomacbus adopting the Aristotelian differentiation between subordinate and su-
perordinate sciences, wluch, I argue. underlies the dilferentiation of types of Pythagorean phil-
osoptu.:al activity in this passage. Nor ia there any extant evidenoe adduced by Zhmud to show 
that Nicomachus himself was cona:med with the epistemic status of demonstration or proof. 
48. Or, possibly, ·~rs from:' But the language of subordination here suggests that Aristotle 
was using the common Greek tdiom 8tacpipE' + genitive to mean "is superior to~ or •excets:• 
See LSJ s.v. 8ta<J>(pw 3.4. 
49. Translating lxolKn literally, but the sense might be something liU "able [to make]~ 
50. My italics. 
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This description of the so-called subordinate sciences devdops a useful ana-
logue for how acousmatic Pythagoreans diffe.r from the mathematicians. The 
philosophy of the acousmatics, which is described by Iamblichus (On the 
Pythagorean Way of Life 82, 47 .4-6) as consisting of" acusmata undemonstrated 
[aKovop.a-ra civa7T6&t.KTa] and without argument [avev >.oyov]," focuses on 
knowledge of"what" to do (~n 7Tpat<Tlov), not the reasons "why" to do it. By 
contrast, the mathematical Pythagoreans obtain the same characteristics as the 
mathematicians described in the Posterior Analytics, who have knowledge of 
the "reason why" and are able to grasp and produce "demonstrations" of the 
causes of the objects of their study. Aristotle's characterization of mathemati-
cians as people who make use of demonstrations in their philosophical pragma-
teia parallels that of the mathematical Pythagoreans in the Aristotelian passage 
(B) quoted in On the General Mathematical Science 25, 77.4-18, although, im-
portantly, there is no reference to Aristotle's peculiar understanding of mathe-
matical "forms" or "substance" in Iamblichus's text. If the work quoted from 
was composed very early in Aristotle's career, befor~_he undertook new ap-
proaches to ontology in the Categories, it would not be surprising that we do 
not hear about such problems. Be that as it may, my analysis of the passages that 
preserve some material from Aristotle's lost works on the Pythagoreans in Iam-
blichus's work On the Pythagorean Way of Life and On the General Mathemat-
ical Science reveals strong links to the differentiation of the two types of science 
in the Posterior Analytics, which leads to the supposition that Aristotle saw the 
main differentiating factor between the acousmatic and the mathematical 
Pythagoreans as demonstration. 
ON THE "SO-CALLED" AND MATHEMATICAL PYTHAGOREANS 
The establishment of sections (A) and (B) from Iamblichus's work On the Gen-
eral Mathematical Science 25, 76.16-77.18 as derived generally from Aristotle's 
writings on the Pythagoreans is very important for our understanding of math-
ematical Pythagoreanism, as Aristotle constructed it. because it corroborates a 
claim that has often been suggested but never explicitly argued for by scholars:51 
that the "so-called" Pythagoreans (oi t<aAoUJ-'~.l'OL Ov8ayopEtot) to whom 
Aristotle refers in Metaphysics A (1.5, 985b23 and 1.8, 989b29), On the Heavens 
51. See Bw:kert 1m: 30with nn. 8-9 and 51- 52, who is followed byHulfman (1993: 31-35). 
Huffman's suggestion that others who might be "so-called" Pythagoreans would include Hip-
pasus, Lysus, and Eurytus is plausible, alJhough I doubt that those who proposed the theory 
of 3ustoicheill would be included. The most extensive analysis of this problem was undertaken 
by runpanaro Cardini (1964: 6- 19), but she concludes erroneously, I would argue, that there 
is no distinction between the various types of Pythagoreans named in Aristotle's Metaphysics. 
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(2.1, 284b7 and 2.13, 293a20-2l), and Meteorology (1.6, 342b30 and 1.8, 345a14) 
are, indeed, one and the same with the mathematical Pythagoreans described 
in the lost works on the Pythagoreans.52 Given my new approach to thinking 
abm;.t the pragmateia of the mathematical Pythagoreans, that is, the object of 
their philosophical investigations and their particular treatment of that object, 
it is worth considering whether there might be parallels to draw with the "so-
called" Pythagoreans in those texts. 
Let us examine a famous passage from the first book of Aristotle's Meta-
physics, which one might assume (with Jaeger, Ross, and Owens)5! to have been 
written rather early in Aristotle's career, when he was still under Academic 
influence: 
The "so-called" Pythagoreans employ first principles and dements [TatS' 
cipxatS' Kal CJTOtXEWLS' XfiWVTaL] more abstruselyM than some of the phys-
icists. The reason is that they took their first principles from non-percepti-
ble objects: for the objects of mathematics [ Ta p.a(}qp.aTt.Ka -rwv oVTwv], ss 
apart from those that concern astronomy, belong to the class of things lack-
ing in motion. And yet they discuss and wholly make the object of their 
philosophical inquiry [7Tpayp.aTEVOYTaL] nature. For they generate 
heaven, and they observe what happens concerning its parts, attributes, ·and 
functions, and they lavish these things with first principles and causes, and 
as such they are in agreement with the other natural scientists that what 
actually exists is what is perceived and that "so-called" heaven contains it. 
B\:t, as we mentioned, the causes and the first principles, which they say are 
sufficient to rise up above the horizon [i7Tava,Bijvat]s6 to the higher parts 
52. I will deal primarily with the passages in Metaphysics A, for the sake of their strong con-
nections with the fragments of Aristotle's lost works on the Pythagoreans. h should be noted 
that the term "so-called• Is not particularly innovative for Aristotle, given that skeptlclsm 
concerning people who called themselves after Pythagoras can be detected in the writings of 
Isocrates and Antisthenes. See chapter 2. 
53. See Owens 1951: 85-89; Jaeger 1948: 171-176; Ross 1924, vol. 1: xv. 
~. bc-roTrw-ripws, following Aaclepius's commentary (in Metaph. p. 65.29-35 Kroll) and 
the most recent edition ofPnmavesi 2012. 
55. M I translate thi.!l very tricky phrase. Uterally. it means something closer to "the math-
ematicills among the th.ings; which coordinate!. in potentially interesting ways with Philo-
laus's (F 6 Huffrnan) phrase "the being of things" (a f.rrrw -rwv 1rpayp.d-rwv). See below in 
the section entitled "Mathematical Pythagoreanism and the 'Objects of Mathematics:" 
56. This translation ill preferable to Tredennick's "capable of application to the remoter class 
of realities" or Ross's "sufficient to act as steps even up to the higher realiilli of reality:' neither 
of which accounts for the technical language of astronomy reported here. In a passage of the 
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of reality, are better suited even for these than for arguments concerning 
nature. Nevertheless, they say nothing about how there will be motion, if 
the only things premised are limit and limitle~, and odd and even, nor 
about how there can be generation and destruction, nor the activities of 
objects that move through the heavens, without motion and change. 
Further, if someone were to grant to them that spatial magnitude derives 
from these things, or if this were to have been demonstrated by them 
( &,xed11 ravTo ], still how will some bodies be light and others heavy? For, 
given what they assume and maintain, they are speaking no more about 
mathematical bodies than about perceptible bodies. Hence they have said 
nothing whatsoever about fire or earth or any other bodies of this sort, 
since, in my opinion, nothing they say is peculiar to perceptible bodies. 
Moreover, how is one to understand that both the attributes of number 
and number itself are the causes of things that exi~ and come to be 
throughout the heavens-both from the beginning a..J.d now-and that 
there is no other number than this number out of .which the cosmos is 
composed? For, whenever they place opinion and opportunity in such and 
such a region, and injustice and separation or mixture a bit higher or 
lower, and they make a demonstration on the grounds that (<i7r0&,.fw 
Alywaw on] each of these is a number-but there already happens to be 
a plurality of magnitudes composed [of numbers] in that place, because 
the attributes correspond to each of these places-is, then, the number in 
heaven, which one is supposed to understand as each [of these abstrac-
tions], the same [as the one in the lower region], or is it a different number? 
(ARISTOTLE, Metaphysics, 1.8, 989b29- 990a29) 
Obviously, there is a great deal to unpack in this extended discussion of the "so-
called" Pythagoreans and their relationship to the mathematical Pythagoreans. 
I would like to highlight just a few aspects of Aristotle's argument that are rele-
vant to this analysis. 
Aristotle seeks a technical language in order to respond to what he takes as 
the fundamental aspects of the "so-called" Pythagorean philosophical system. 
He points out category confusion in "so-called" Pythagorean philosophy: while 
their first principles are all derived from the mathematical (i.e. non-perceptible) 
Metearology (1 .6, 342b30-35), Aristotle describes how the "some" of"so-called" Pythagore-
ans believe that Mercur:· is, like UJmets," one of the Planets that "does not rise far above the 
horizon" (-ro f!LKpOII €1Tavaf3ali!ELv), and therefore its appearances are in"isible, as it is seen 
in long intervals. 
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sciences, the objects of their philosophical inquiry (i.e. their pragmateia) are things 
that have been generated and possess motion, namely phenomena. 1his would be 
unsurprising, especially if the "so-called" Pythagoreans made the object of their 
mvestigations the motions of the heavens, the superior science of which would be, 
according to the Posterior Analytics, stereometry. But the example he gives involves 
number: how can number, which is a non-perceptible entity, both (1) be superor-
dinate (i.e. a "first principle'') and reside in the highest part of reality and (2) be 
1dentical with something in a lower substrate, like opinion or opportunity? In ac-
cordance with Aristotle's establishment of the proper objects to the various sci-
ences in the Posterior .Analytics, this "so-called" Pythagorean approach represents 
a confounding of the sciences that deal with the "reason why" (TO Swn) and the 
sciences that deal with the "fact" (TO on). That is to say, it leads to confusion about 
what kind of science the "so-called" Pythagoreans practice, since they employ the 
principles of theoretical mathematics in order to explain natural phenomena. 
Regardless of Aristotle's criticisms of the "so-called" Pythagoreans, we can 
see that they were thought to have undertaken demonstrations of some sort, 
which suggests to us that they are the same as the mathematical Pythagoreans 
Aristotle described in his lost works on the Pythagoreans. If we are to trust 
Aristotle's evidence here, then the mathematical Pythagoreans described in 
Metaphysics A may have provided at least two types of demonstrations: (1) that 
all entities that are derived from number are themselves numbers, on the 
grounds that all entities possess the attributes of number, and, possibly, (2) that 
spatial magnitude is derived from their first principles, namely the objects of 
mathematics.57 Other demonstrations ascribed 'to the "so-called• Pythagoreans 
m Aristotle's works are suggestive, if incomplete, evidence for the explanatory 
methods employed by these philosophers.58 In this way, they are distinguished 
from the acousmatic Pythagoreans, whose philosophical pragmateia is said to 
have been focused uniquely on the "fact" (To on), that is, that which is partic-
ular, mutable, perceptible, and known through experience alone. 59 However, 
S7. That Aristotle mentions the proof concerning magnitude suggests it is possible that 
someone could have (or did) try to demonstrate this. 
58 Among those that I will not discuss further: at Gael. 2.2, 284b6-8, they have a logos-it 
la unclear how it is demonstrated-that argues that there is a right and left side in heaven; at 
Mete. 1.3, 345a14-19, we hear of two kinds of arguments attributed to •so-called" Pythagore-
ans: the first is mythological (the Milky Way is a path on the grounds that it is the path of one 
of the stars that fell at the t~e of the fall ofPhaethon), and the second is based on stereomet-
ric speculation and natural science (the sun, which wae once home through the circle that is 
th~ Millcy Way, created a path when it moved out of this orbit by scorching the region). 
59. See McKirahan 1992:242 and Johnson 2009: 336; ~ c/Jatv&!M-va., however, includes not 
only perceptible objects such as the heavenly bodies but also ~ey&,uva and lv&fa. See bdow. 
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Aristotle's focus on the role of mathematics in the pragmateia of the "so-called" 
Pythagoreans raises an important question: if the pragmateia of the mathemat-
ical Pythagoreans involves application of mathematical principles to the objects 
of nature, how is this system distinguished from the pragmateia of the acous-
matic Pythagoreans (if, indeed, that system is to be found in the Metaphysics 
at all)? 
We can approach this problem by investigating Aristotle's descriptions of the 
first principles ascribed to the "so-called" Pythagoreans. In an earlier passage of 
Metaphysics A, where the "so-called» Pythagoreans appear for the first time in 
the text, we get a more precise description of what Aristotle took their princi-
ples to be: 
In the time of these men [i.e. I.eucippus and Democri~ and before 
them60 the "so-called• Pythagoreans were the first to latch onto mathe-
matics. They advanced mathematics and, by being brought up in it, they 
began to believe that the principles of mathematics [ apxaS' ToVTC.OV [ TWV 
JU1Ihu.La-rwv]J were the principles of all things in existence [apxaS' Twv 
ov-rwv 1Tav-rwv]. And since numbers are first among these [i.e. beings]61 
by nature, they seemed to see many resemblances [o,.wucJI-'ara] in 
numbers to things that are and things that come into being, rather than in 
fire and earth and water. For example: this attribute of numbers was jus-
tice, that was soul and mind, and another opportunity, and all the rest, so 
to speak, in the same way. Moreover, because they saw that the attnbutes 
and ratios of musical scales coJJSisted in numbers-well, since other things 
seemed to be modeled [acfKoiJ.Oui'.la6at] on numbers in their nature in its 
entirety. and numbers seemed to be primary of all nature, they began to 
assume that the elements of numbers were the elements of things that are 
and that the whole of heaven was musical scale [apl-'ov{a] and number 
( apt.Bp.t)S'] . Whatever resemblances to the attributes and regions of heaven 
and the entire order of the cosmos they were able to show [&ucv6va'] to 
be in numbers and musical scales, they collected [ovvayov-rES'] and fitted 
60. Or, as Schofield (2012. 144) translates: "Among these thinken." It Is true that iv roth-o'~ 
could mean "among them,• but it Is difficult to square this with the temporal sense of TTpO 
TWrWIJ that fuUows. AleJW~der of Aphrodisias (in Mtt4ph. p. ~7.6-16 Hayduck) felt the 
need to explain this phrase as well, and he glosses: •concerning the Pythagoreans, he says 
that some were bom before Dcmocritus and Leucippus, and some Uved about the time of 
them (KaTa TWrous):' He further explams that Pythagoras himself lived •a bit" (o.>-lyov) 
before Democritus aud U:ucippus, bot thet ·many of the Pythagorean students ( ciKoooaVTwv) 
flourished at the same time as them." 
61. See Schofield 2012: 144, with n. 8. 
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them together [ f.¥Jpp.mov ]. And if something were to be missing any-
where, they hastened to supplement it [7rpooEyAlxovro]6i in order that 
their entire pragmateia might hang together. For example, since the 
number 10 is thought to be perfect and to encompass the entirety of 
numbers in their nature, they assert that there are ten things in heavenly 
orbit; but since there are only nine that are actually visible throughout the 
heavens, they invent a tenth, the Counter-Earth. 
We have treated this subject in greater detail elsewhere.63 But the object of 
our discus~ion is to learn from them, too, what principles they posit. and 
how these correspond to the causes we have discussed. Well, then, evidently 
these men too believe that number is a principle, both in terms of matter for 
things that are and in terms of their attributes and states. And they take the 
elements of number to be the odd and the even, and, of these, the former to 
be limited [1TerrEpao_p.lvov], and the latter unlimited [a1TEr.pov); the one is 
constituted ofboth of these (since it is both odd and even); number is derived 
from the rme; and, as w~ve already 'said, the whole heaven is numbers. 
(ARISTOTLE, Metaphysics,l.s,' 985b23-986a21; translation 
after Schofield 2012) 
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This passage gives us a sense of what Aristotle thought the philosophical 
method and the first principles of the "so-called" Pythagoreans to be. In partic-
ular, it identifies what Aristotle understood to be a problem in their attempts to 
provide demonstrations. 64 According to Aristotle, the •so-called" Pythagoreans 
contaminate their understanding of the sensible facts by "hasterung to supple-
ment" whatever n.Ight be lacking in the empirical data with theoretical knowl-
edge assumed by the "reason why"; withln context of the classification of types 
of knowledge discussed earlier in Metaphysics A, it is not surprising that this 
62. Schofield (2012: 144)· has •they bent their efforts~ This uncommon word appears at 
Metaph. 14.3, 1090b31, where Aristotle likewise complains that some Platonists (Xeno-
crates or Speusippus? See Annas 1976: 209-210) hasten to apply mathematics to the Forms 
(TTpoayALX.OIJ-£1101. rai~ i&aLs Td fJG£h,p.aTU<a). At. Cael. 2.1~. 293a27, Aristotle also o~eeuses 
~ome of the "so-called• Pythagoreans of•attracting the data to certain rationales and opinions 
of their ~wn [1rpos Twa~ Myovs Kal80fas atirwv ra cJ>aw61J-£va 1rpooiN<oVT€s)." 
6~. It has been discussed at Cael. 2.13, 293al8-b15, an extremdy challenging passage that 
has presented many difficulties fo1 scholars; it also appeared in .1\ristotle's lost writings on 
the Pythagoreans, especially in F 20~ Ross, preserved by Alexander. For my analysis of this 
passage from De Caelo, see chapter 2, section entitled •pythagoreanism and the Axiology of 
What Is 'Honorable:" 
64. See Schofield (2012: 153), who also notes that Aristotle does seem to ascribe to the 
Pythagoreans a logic. 
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characterization of"so-called~ Pythagorean philosophical method obtains.65 To 
put it simply, according to Aristotle, the "so-called" Pythagoreans adapt the 
immediate facts (To on) to fit the explanation (ro Su5n) in an ad hoc manner. 
The example given involves the bodies of the heavens: nine bodies can be per-
ceived by the senses, but, since the Pythagoreans assume the number 10 as the 
perfect number, and since all things are number, there must be ten heavenly 
bodies. This example also reveals Aristotle's second substantial criticism of the 
philosophical system of the "so-called" Pythagoreans: they hastily and care-
lessly compare things in order to secure relationships between their first prin-
ciples and observed phenomena. Such an activity leads the Pythagoreans, in 
Aristotle's estimation, to leave out the efficient and final causes. The "so-called" 
Pythagoreans' a priori philosophical methodology, which flies in the face of 
observation, is further described as a "fitting together" (f.</YTJpf..WTTOv), a word 
whose semantics are related both to investigation of the heavens elsewhere in 
Aristotle and to the con':ept of "musical scale~ (app.ovla) more generally in 
Greek culture.66 One might therefore hear an echo of a Pythagorean concept. 
Indeed, in Philolaus's work On Nature (F 7 Huffman = Stob. Eel. 1.21.8), he 
claims that •the first thing fitted together [To 7Tp0.rov app.oofUv], the one 
in the center of the sphere, is called the hearth."67 And as Car] Huffman has 
shown, Philolaus is to be included among the "so-called" Pythagorean&, and, 
moreover, that Aristotle had Philolaus chiefly in mind when critic~ing their 
methodology. 61 
In pursuit of the metaphysics ofPhilolaus and the other "so-called" Pythago-
reans, Aristotle returns to the interrogation of what is primary in their pragma-
teia. He claims that the "so-called" Pythagoreans pt)sitthe objects of mathematics 
as the first principles and elements of everything. The chief example he gives is 
number, which is apparently primary in two senses: as formal and material 
65. Compare Arist. Metaph. 1.1, 98lall-32, on which see McKlrahan 1992: 242. 
66. See Arist. MA 1, 698al0- 14, where f.rpapp.drrEw is translated by Nussbaum as *be In 
harmonY,' Lennox. (200la: 10 n. 23) would transl2.te In a more decidedly methodological way 
as "apply" and notes that "Aristotlt. likely has in mind the application of universal accounts 
via proof to the particulars, since it was in order to understand them that the search for the 
universal began.• 
67. Luca Castagnoli points out to me that the language is the same, but that Arilltotle's 
criticism-which emphasizes how a priori principles and phenomena are "fitted togethet" 
harmonically-diverges from the actual meaning ofPhilolaus's ftagment. 
68. Huffman 1993: 225, with referen~ to this passage, but without a sufficient discussion 
of Aristotle's description of "so-called" Pythagorean methodology. For a very good general 
analysis of the relationship between Philolaus's fragments and this passage, see Hufi'man 
1993: 177-193. 
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r..ause.'9 Aristotle's concern with form and matter is reinforced by the descrip-
tlon of those things that are primary as either first principles (cipxat) or ele-
ments (aTOLXEla). They are first principles with regard to their function as 
formal causes, but they are elements with regard to their function as the "that 
out of which" things in the universe are constructed70 These Aristotle defines 
according to a hierarchy based on priority: the odd and even are apparently 
pnor to the one, since the one is constructed out of them, and the one is prior 
to number, since numbers are constituted from the one. And since all percepti-
bles have number as a property, they somehow derive from number itself. 
This passage, however, stimulates us to consider whether another set of 
principles are ontologically prior to the odd and the even: limit and unlimited. 
After all, Aristotle thinks that the attributes of limit are present in the odd 
(i e. it "has been limited• [ 1l'E7Tf.paap.l.vov J), whereas the even itself is unlim-
ited (a1ff.tpov).71 A hierarchy of entities, even among first principles, is implicit 
in this passage, and the "so-called~ Pythagoreans might be thought to attempt 
to provide explanations by means of demonstration that linut and unlimited 
are prior to odd and even. Apparently, the hierarchy is given its order on the 
assumption that the prior principles must act on those things given definition 
by them. In the case of limit and unlimited, we have good evidence from the 
genuine fragments of PhUolaus of Croton that Aristotle, even if he was distort-
ing Philohius's thought, was essentially presenting a verifiable account of how 
some of the more sophisticated Pythagoreans undertook demonstration by 
employing mathematical objects as principles in demonstrations that mvolved 
perceptible objects. 
One example of this approach to demonstration is a particularly difficult 
fragment of Philolaus preserved by Stobaeus: 
69 See Zhmud 2012: 436-437. For an excellent exposition on nwnber as material cause here, 
see Schofield 2012: 145-147. 
70. The subject of the relationship between principles and elements Is well-trodden ground, 
and I dont wish to punue this question too far. It does not appear to me that, in Metaphysics 
A, Aristotle distinguishes expllcitly between these, or that he has discovered a clear means · 
of distinguishing them, but that does not mean that they are simply synonymous either. 
When he composed book A (12.6, 107lb22-26), he distinguished between first principles as 
external and elements as inherent. It Is suggesti~ in hookA (5.1, 1013a7-10) that he defines 
ap~ in s~ral ways, among them (1) the thing as a result of whose immanent presence 
snmethlng first comes into being, and (2) that nom which something corn~ into being. al-
though it is not present in it When defining <TTOLX£,ov in the same book (5.3, 1014a26-30), 
he clarifies that it is an immanent, indivisible entity out of which other things are composed 
and draws reference to the "elements of sound." Was Aristotle referring to Pythagorean me-
chanical attempts to obtain the basic elements of the concords here? 
71. This is confirmed at Metaph. 1.8, 990a8-12. 
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It is necessary [dvayKa] that the things tha.t are be all either limiting 
{1TEpalvovTa], or unlimited [a1T€,pa], or both limiting and unlimited, 
but not in every case unlimited alone. Well then, since [E'7TEt] it is apparent 
[cpalvrra'] that they are neither from limiting things alone, nor from un-
limited things alone, it is clear, then [Ttlpa], that the cosmos and the 
things in it were fitted together [avvapJ.'OX071]12 from both limiting and 
unlimited things. Things in their activities also make this clear [&]Aot aE 
1<al Td E.v TOtS' EpjiOLs]. For, some of them from limiting [constituents] 
limit, others from both limiting and unlimited (constituents] both limit 
and do not limit, others from unlimited [constituents] will appear to be 
unlimited. 
-(F 2 HUPPMAN = Stobaeus, Eclogae 1.21.7a; translation 
aftcrlfuffrnan1993) 
Careful examination of this fragment demonstrates that Aristotle's criticism 
is not off the mark: Philolaus undertakes some sort of demonstration by 
reducing perceptibles to the objects of mathematics. This is already sug-
gested in the first few lines and is quite explicit in the statement that one can 
see that limiters and unlimited things constitute the cosmos when one 
detects them in "activities" (Tcl epya), a WOrd that seems to refer to the at-
tributes that we can perceive.nlt is also impliCit in the language ·used to 
discuss how things could be the way they are, as Philolaus uses p~icles 
(e.g. e1rd and Tapa) that suggest modal relations and appeals to philosoph-
ical concepts used commonly in Aristotelian demonstrations, such as ne-
cessity (avayKa). 
If I am correct in thinking that the "so-called" Pythagoreans as described in 
Aristotle's Metaphysics A are one and the same as the mathematical Pythagore-
ans in his lost writings on the Pythagoreans, then we should expect to find a 
description of the pragmateia of the aco\lsmatic Pythagoreans, who did not 
engage in demonstrations of some sort Indeed, in a passage that immediately 
follows on the long passage (Metaph. l.S, 985b24- 986a21), our hypotheses are 
corroborated: we get a very concise description of what appears to be the prag-
mateia of the acousmatic Pythagoreans: 
72. The appearance of this term, along with other terms related to cip~w. in other frag-
ments of Philolaus (e.g. F 1 Hnffrnan = D.L 8.85: a 1/Wcm ll' EV TqJ KOaP,qJ cipa l~ 
a?Tt:rixov T£ Kat 1TEpal.lloVTwv; F 7 Huffman = Stob. Eel. 1.15.7: TO 1TpCLToiiC1PI#J E.v 
icrrla KQAELTaL) is suggestive evidence for the correlation between Aristotle's description 
of the demonstration of the "so-called" Pvthagoreans, which involves •fitting together in 
addition" ( ( ' orrov) the •resemblllillces to the attributes and regions of heaven and the 
entire order of e cosmos:' 
73. On translating this difficult word, see also the account ofHuffman 1993: 111- 112. 
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say (Myouaw] that there are ten principles, which they name in two ele-










Square 75 Oblong . . . 
The Pythagoreans declared how many and what sorts [m) am Kat TtVES] 
of contraries there were. Thus, from both of these authorities [i.e. Alc-
maeon of Croton and the Pythagoreans] we can gather this much, that the 
contraries are the first principles of things in existence; but how many and 
what sorts these are (we can gather] from [only] one of these authorities 
(i e. from the Pythagoreans]. Nevertheless, how ['7TWs] these principles can 
be brought together [avvaynvJ and referred to our aforementioned list of 
causes has not been dearly articulated [aacf>ws- ov ~t~p9pWTat] by them, 
but they seem to arrange [io{KaO'' TaTTEw] the elements under the 
grouping of matter; for they say that substance is composed and fashioned 
out of these underlying elements. 
(ARISTOTLJl, Metaphysics 1.5, 986a22- b8) 
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Aristotle, I suggest, seems to distinguish these "Pythagoreans" (as well as 
Alcmaeon of Croton) from the "so-called" Pythagoreans by appeal to their 
respective treatments of the first principles. The scientific pursuit of these 
"Pythagoreans" only goes so far as to (1) postulate the number and types of 
contra.t-ies, and (2) put them in an order. They put their principles in an order 
based on contrariness, and with no further attention to definition, nor any 
74. Schofield (2012: 155-157) identi1ies this group as the "sustolchia theorists" and sees them 
as di1ferentiated from the previously described group by the fact that •he ends up finding it 
difficult to ascribe any significant contribution from Akmaeon and the sustoichia theorists 
to his current project." I suggest that the main reason for this Is the fact that they do not ob-
viously contribute to a science of demonstration. 
75. Following Huffman (199~: 10-11), I have excised anything that deals explicitly and solely 
with Alcmaeon of Croton, whose status as a «Pythagorean" Is questionable. 
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attempt to provide a demonstration for this organization. The activity of 
"arrangement" (Ta{~s), of course, occupies a significant role in Aristotle's 
philosophy, and, as he says at Topics 8.1, 155b9-10 (of the arrangement of 
questions), it is the activity peculiar to the dialectician, whose practice as 
such is. contrasted against that of the philosopher, who engages in "demon-
stration" (a7r0&~!~s).76 Such an arrangement cannot be considered a type of 
demonstration, nor is there any evidence of these "Pythagoreans" offering an 
explanatory "reason why" (TO 8ton) the elements of their so-called Table of 
Contraries are arranged the way they are.77 In the case of these "Pythagore-
ans:' there is no attempt to show, for instance, how or why the limiter limits 
things in existence, or to provide an explanation for the systematization that 
is given.'8 To put it another way, the pragmateia associated with these "Pyth-
agoreans" does not help a student to "grasp the demonstration as a demon-
stration, coming to see its premises as the causes and explanations of its 
conclusion:'79 From Aristotle's point of view, the "Table of Contraries" consti-
tutes the sort of "perceptible" that falls under the umbrella term ?-a Aeyop.Eva: 
the "Table of Contraries" appears to function (for Aristotle's purposes) as data 
derived from observation ('cf>aWoJJ.€Va).10 It does not seem that Aristotle 
believes that the information given in the "Table of Contrartes" listed here 
could be used as premises to generate demonstrations, even if it still has some 
residual value for Aristotle's own inquiry-otherwise it simply wouldn't be 
included. With regard to Aristotle's project in Metaphysics A, the Table itself 
functions as a sort of cf>atvop.Evov in two ways: first, to the Pythagoreans who 
espouse it, it functions as a type of l..eyop.Evov, namely, what is passed down 
oraUy from Pythagorean teacher to student, an ipse dixit injunction like the 
acusmata. In this sense, the "Table of Contraries" does not represent anything 
other than the empirically derived "facts'' that are immediate and familiar, at 
least for these "Pythagoreans." Second, for Aristotle himself, the Table and its 
76. Arist Top. 1.1, 100a25- 31.1his subject is, of course, a contentious point among scholars. 
But for my purposes, it serves only to exhibit Aristotle's attempt to distinguish two types 
of reasoning: that which proceeds by appeal to demonstration and that which proceeds by 
appeal to ordering. 
77. For a useful treatment of "nondemonstrative" science as that which allows premises to 
multiply infinitely, see Smith 2009: 54. 
78. See Hutfman 1993:47 n. 1. 
79. As eloquently put by Robin Smith (1997: xvii). 
80. I am adapting the famous ar~ent of G. E. L. Owen (1986: 242-243) to include the 
opinions of previous phllosophers In Metaphysics A as the sorts of lv~Jo~a or ~YOf.1£V« that 
·could be construed as <jxuva{J£Va. 
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contents function as an lvSo~ov, a reputable opinion that Aristotle is able to 
employ in the course of his own predemonstrative inquiry (i.crropw)." Given 
Aristotle's lack of attribution of any sort of reasoning that involves demon-
sttattons to these "Pythagoreans" and the implication that their "Table of 
Contrartes" is to be considered a cpaw6p.evov, we can speculate with some 
reason that Aristotle considered these "Pythagoreans" to be the same as the 
acousmatic Pythagoreans discussed in his lost writings on the Pythagorean&. 
There remains a third and final passage in Metaphysics A that refers to 
Pythagoreans of one or the other sort. Initially, it might seem unclear to which 
group Aristotle is referring. This text, I suggest, is also crucial to our under-
standing of Pythagoreanism, as reconstructed and appropriated by Aristotle, 
because it illuminates another way Pythagoreans engaged in their pragmateia, 
that is, through definitions: 
But while the Pythagoreans have claimed in the same way that there are 
two principles, they made this addition, which is peculiar to them, 
namely that they thought that the limited and the unlimited were not 
uniquely different substances81, such as fire and earth and anything else 
of this sort, but that the unlimited itself and the one itself were the sub-
stance of the things of which they are predicated, and hence [bto] that 
number was the substance of all tlungs. Concerning these issues, then, 
they expressed themselves in this way. And concerning essence (7rEpl 
Toil Tl ianv], they began to make statements and defimtions [/..£yew 
Ka~ opl,ealJa~], but their treatment was too simple [l..lav a7TAWS' 
i7Tpayp.aTEU8rwav]. For they both defined superficially and thought 
that the substance ofthe thing [1] ovala TOV 7rpayp.aTos] was that to 
which a stated term would first be predicable, e.g. as if someone were to 
believe that "double" and "two" were the same because "two" is the first 
thing of which "double" is predicable. But surely to be "double" and to be 
"two" are not the same things. If that were to be the case, one thing would 
be many-a consequence that they actually drew. 
(ARISTOTLE, Metaphysics 1.5, 987al3-27) 
While it is true that .'\ristotle refers to this group as "the Pythagoreans," and not 
the "so-called" Pythagoreans, it is nevertheless probable that this is a description 
81. On the role of the •predemonstrative inquiry" in Aristotle's sdentifu: works, see Lennox 
2001b: 40-46. 
82. Taking 1/n)a£~<; in the sense later defined by Aristotle in book !J. (5.6, 1014b35-37) and 
only because it makes sense of Aristotle's use of the term "substance" (<niala) in the next 
sentence. 
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of a mathematical Pythagorean pragmateia 13 1his group of Pythagoreans is not 
simply listing first principles as contraries ami assuming them as elemental to 
all things in existence. According to Aristotle, this group of Pythagoreans 
"began to make statements and definitions" and. engaged in a primitive analysis 
concerning the essence (lit. the "what is" [7TEp( roil Tt iOTw]), although their 
"treatment" (i1Tpayp.a:rru8rwav, Le., the application of their methods to the 
pragmata of their inquiry) was too simple. There also appears to be some pres-
ervation of an argumentative technique: these Pythagoreans thought that, since 
the "unlimited" and the "one" are the substance (oiJam) of the things of which 
they are predicated. therefore number is the substance of all things. These are 
quite important innovations in philosophy fur Aristotle, by contrast with the 
monists a.nd pluralists, whose philosophy sought to describe the world without 
providing definitions by appeal to metaphysics and logic. 84 
The accumulation of evidence concerning the pragmateia of the mathemat-
ical Pythagoreans from Metaphysics A corroborates and further expands my 
two hypotheses, namely (1) that Iamblichus in his wprk On the General Mathe-
matical Science 25 has excerpted a section from Aristotle's lost works on the 
Pythagoreans that accounts fur the different pragmateiai of the mathematical 
and the acousmatic Pythagoreans, and (2) that those mathematical Pythagore-
ans described by Aristotle in his lost works on the Pythagoreans are the same as 
the "so-calledft Pythagoreans of Metaphysics A and elsewhere in his texts. 
MATHEMATICAL PYTHAGOREANISM AND THE "OBJECTS 
OF MATHEMATICS" 
Given the detailed account above of the ways Aristotle distinguishes the prag-
mateia of the "so-called" Pythagoreans in Metaphysics A, we can now come 
back to Aristotle's account as preserved by Iamblichus in his work On the 
83. There could be a very good reason for this. As ChemiBS (1944: 192, with n. 112) suggests, 
this passage appean to have been inserted later by Aristotle. It as I think, Aristotle only dis-
tinguished between the «so-called• (i.e. mathematical) Pytbagoreans and the "Pythagoreans• 
(i.e. acousmatic) in his earlier treatments of the history of philosophy, which would include 
the crucial passage (l.S, 985b24-986b8) that demon&tntes the differences, and if later on 
he only concerned himself with the philosophy of the mathen:atical Pythagorean&, then it 
would be unsurprising for him to refer to the mathematical Pythagoreans here as •Pythago-
reans• simpliciter. 
34. For a comprehensive analysis of this passage, now see Schofield 2012: 161-165. I fullow 
Scholield in believing that Aristotle n,robably r.as Philolaus's F 6 directly in mind, but I also 
note the significanct (apn) of the term~ oiJala roii '!TpayJLaTos, which may have a resem-
blance to Phllolaus's d €aTw TCov 1Tpayp.aTwll. I will discuss the mathematiCal Pythagorean 
responses to predication further in chapters 4 and 5. 
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General Mathematical Science 25. Another revealing passage, also thought by 
Waiter Burkert, Carl Huffman, Myles Burnyeat, and Oliver Primavesi to have 
been derived from Aristotle,15 continues from the excerpt I have discussed:116 
(D) The Pythagoreans devoted themselves to mathematics. They both 
admired the accuracy of its arguments, because it alone among things 
that humans practice contains demonstrations [elxev a?To&ifet~ wv 
fJ-ETEXEtpl{ovTo }, and they saw that general agreement is given in equal 
measure to theorems concerning attunement; because they are [estab-
lished] through numbers, and to mathematical studies that deal with 
vision, because they are [established] through diagrams. This led them 
to think that these things and their principles are quite generally the 
causes of existing things. Consequently, these are the sorts of things to 
which anyone who wishes to comprehend things in existence-how they 
are-should turn their attention, namely numbers and geometrical 
forms of existing things and proportions, because everything ts made 
clear [ST/.\oilo6at] through them. So, then, by attaching the powers of 
each thing to the causes and primaries-only things that were less op-
portune or less honorable than them-they defined other things, too, in 
nearly the same manner. (E) Therefore, their education in numbers and 
the objects of mathematics [ T<liLaO~p.aTa TWV 1TpayiL<hwv] seemed 
to come through these subjects and in this general sketch. Such was also 
the method of demonstrations N ~LlOooo~ TWV a?ToSdfetwv] among 
them, which both arose out of such principles and thereby attained 
fidelity and security in their arguments. 
(IAMBLICHUS, On the General Mathematical Science 25, 78.8-26) 
The information preserved by Iamblichus in section (D) suggests that Aristotle, 
in his lost works on the Pythagoreans, continued to refer to the mathematical 
85. See Burkert 1972: 50 n. 112, followed by Primavesi (2012: 251-252). Burkert (447-448), 
however, claims that Iamblich~ or someone else has made spurious insertions In iwo places: 
"and to mathematical studies that deal with vision. because they are [established} through 
diagrams" and "and geometrical forms of existing things:• Important correctives have been 
offered by Burnyeat (2005a: 38-43), who appeals to Arist. APo. 1.13, 79a7-8 in arguing that 
nothing should be excised here. This is in keeping with the stylistic ttaits oflamblichus when 
he quotes from Aristotle, as recently analyzed by D. S. Hutchinson and Monte Ransome John-
son: he tend& to preserve large blocks of material without modifying them (2005: 281-282). 
Zlunud (2007: 84-95) speculates without extensive direct evidence that Nlcomachus is the 
source here: but even he admits that Nicomachus has nothing to say about demonstration, 
which is a central topic throughout DCM 25. 
86. See above in the section entitled •Aristotle on the Pragmateiai of the Pythagoreans:' 
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Pythagorean pragmateia. Indeed. there is good reason to believe, with Burnyeat, 
that Aristotle is criticizing specifically the activities of the mathematical Pythag-
orean Archytas ofTarentum here, although we should not assume that Archy-
tas's philosophy is the only object of Aristotle's criticism." It is also striking 
that, in section (E), Iamblichus refers to the educ.!_tional curriculum of the 
mathematical Pythagoreans as dealing with the "objects of mathematics" 
(Ta JLa8fu.J.aTa Twv 1TpayJLcl-rwv), z. peculiar phrase that is unattested any-
where else in Iamblichus's oeuvre, or, for that matter, in what remains of Greek 
philosophy or mathematics. We do, however, see something very close to it in 
Aristotle's description in Metaphysics A of the pragmateia ofPlato,88 which is con-
sidered a successor to the philosophical pragmateia of the "Italians,"" although 
with some modifications: 
1herefore, Plato namt..-d these other sorts of e~tities "Ideas," and he [said 
that] perceptibles are all called after them and in accordance with them. For 
the many things that bear the same name as the furms exist by virtue of par-
ticipation [KaTa ,_dO~w] in them.90 With regard to participation, he 
changed the name only: for whereas the Pythagoreans claim that objects in 
existence exist by way of imitation of numbers fl.ul.t.'l]<m TWV apr.OJ.~Wv], 
Plato says by way of participation ~fJiEEL ], modifying the name. As to what 
participation or imitation is, however; they left it to us to seek it out together. 
Furthermore, Plato claims that in addition to perceptibles and Forms is a 
middle type of entity, the objects of mathematics [Ta p.a8'f'Jp.GTU<a TWV 
1rpayp.drwv], which differ from perceptibles in being eternal and immu-
table, and from Forms in that many [objects of mathematics] ar~ similar, 
whereas each Form itself is unique. 
(ARISTOTLil, Metaphysics 1.6, 987b7-18) 
87. Bumyeat 2005a. Contra Huffinan (2005: 568), who thinks that Aristotle could not have re-
ferred to Archytas as a "Pythagorean~ Given the explicit reference to the use of viiual diagrams, 
we should also consider admitting figures like Eurytus of Tarentum, whose approach to defini-
tion of objects by means of pebble arithmetic was known to Aristotle. On Eurytus, see chapter 4, 
section entitled "Growing and Being: Math~matical Pythagorean Philosophy before Plato~ 
88. Identified explicitly as such at Mttaph. 1.6, 987a30. 
89. Arist. Metaph. 1.6, 987a29- 31. Aristotle dtere draws comparisons with Plato and the Ital-
ians, although he more generally states that Plato succeeded the •aforementioned philoso-
phies" (Jura TCis f.lprj,dva~ tfM.oao</JCos). He is somewhat unclear here, but in regard to 
the inheritance of modes of definition g1ven at Metaph. 13.4.3, 1078b17-23, Aristotle explic-
itly lists those who influenced Plat~ lnqwry into essence as Socrates, Democritus, and the 
"earlier" (7rp6Tqxw) Pythagoreans. 
90. This is a notoriously difficult passage. I hz.ve adopted the text ofRoss. 
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'Jlus is one of the more p:oblematic passages in the history of ancient philos-
ophy, and the task to identify with precision the objects of mathematics, as in-
termediaries between Plato's Forms and perceptibles, is not made easier by 
Aristotle's admitted confusion.91 Part of the problem here is that the term ra 
p.o.ih!J.LaTU<a TWv 1Tpayp.dTwv, like the explicit ascription of a theory of imi-
tation (p.lJL7JC1t~) in numbers to the Pythagoreans, is an Aristotelian construc-
tion that cannot be found anywhere In ancient philosophy outside Aristotle 
and his immediate associates.92 It is not clear from this passage whether Aristo-
tle would consider Ta JLa81'JJLaTU<a -rwv 1rpayp.dTwv to be distinguished 
from other t.erms he uses to describe the objects of mathematics, especially the 
relatively common simple formulation Ta J.Laih!J.LaTU<a, which he uses often in 
reference to the ontological theories of Plato, Speusippus, and Xenocrates. 9~ We 
have seen, of course, that Aristotle mentions the "objects of~ mathematics" 1 
(Ta JLa87JJLGTU<a TWV ovTwv) by reference to the first principles of the Kso-
called" Pythagoreans (Metaph. 1.8, 989b32). Generally, Aristotle does not seem 
to distinguish between Ta 1Tpayp.a-ra and Ta ovra in referring to the "things" 
91. See Ross's useful discussion of the problems that arise from this passage and fur a history 
of their treatment from antiqwty to the early twentieth century (1924: 161-168). )aeger con· 
cerned himself with the principle of intermediary, without focusing on the objects of math-
ematics (1948: 91, with n. 2). Cherniss (1944: 75-78) denied that the objects of mathematics 
ll8 intermediates existed for Plato and considered the IIScription of this by Aristotle possibly 
to have been a misunderstanding of a passage from Plato's Republic (551a-e). Tarin (1981: 23 
n. 120) followed Cherniss but saw the ascription of intermediary objects of mathematics to 
Plato as a point of contrast to Speusippus's postulation of separate and unchangeable math· 
ematical numbers/ideas and magnitudes. Burkert (1972: 43-45) plausibly coi!IIects "imi-
t:atton" to Aristotle's descriptions of ·resemblances" (o~aTa) at Metllph. 1.5, 985b27 
and concludes that ftagain and again it becomes clear that the Pythagorean doctrine cannot 
be expressed ln Aristotle's terminology.' Denyer (2007: 302-304) has argued in favor of the 
presence of intermediate mathematicals in Plato's epistemology but without reference to Py-
thagoreanism. Most recently, Steel (2012: 183) has aptly noted: "If some (as Cherniss) may 
complain about an excessive Pythagorising of Plato, one can as well point to a PlatoniBation 
of the Pythagorean doctrine of numbers." 
92. ia p.aO.,p.aTU<a TWV 1rpayp.riTwv occurs nowhere among the Peripatetic fragments. 
Aristoxenus (F 23 Wehrli) speaks of Pythagoras "likening all things to numbers" (mivTa Ta 
1TpQ")Ip.aTa amU<~WV TOi:S' apciJp.o'i~), on which see chapter 2.1heophrastus ascribes to 
Plato and the •Pythagoreans" a theory of p.ip.'rjGII;, In which sensibles within the universe 
are understood to imitate the first principles (Metaph. lla26-ll b7). But, as I've shown dse-
where (Horlcy. forthcoming), this theory should be ascribed to Xenocrates or, at most, to the 
•pythagoreans• as seen through Xenocrates's poim of view. 
93. E.g.Metaph. 8.1,1042all-12; 12.1, 1069a35; 13.1,1076a33; 13.2,1077a16; 13.3, 1077b33, 
etc. Aristotle will speak of mathematicals that arc "separate fromu + genitive (e.g. Metaph. 
13.2, l076a33-34: K£')(Wptap.lva Twv aio6,.,Twv) or ~intermediate of" + ~tive (e.g. 
Metaph. 11.1, 1059b6: p.ETatu Tf. Twv el8wv Ka' Twv ala67]TWV). 
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that exist, but the unusual complication of ra p.ae7Jp.arU<& with either ra 
7rp&yp.ara or Tcl ovra in the genitive plural is a peculiarly Aristotelian formu-
lation, and, moreover, is localized to discussionsof Plato or the mathematical 
Pythagoreans {and, importantly, not Speusippus or Xenocrates) in Metaphysics 
A. As it turns out, in fact, the relatively unusual formulation ra p.a8YJp.arU<a 
rruv 1rpayp.arwv most closely resembles the language of the mathematical 
Pythagorean Philolaus of Croton (F 6 Huffman = Stob. Ecl.1.21.7d), who, when 
he spoke of the "being of things" (a EOTW rruv 1Tpayp.arwv), was referring to 
the entity by virtue of which limiters and unlimiteds, the mathematical princi-
ples of his philosophy, could be thought to exist.94 It is therefore probable that 
Iamblichus, in mentioning Ta p.afh]p.ara nuv 1rpayp.aTwv in passage (B) 
from On the General Mathematical Sdence, was still looking at Aristotle's trea-
tises on the Pythagoreans, perhaps written contemporaneously with Meta-
physics A and, importantly, earlier than the treatments of the Pythagoreans in 
M or N. 1his is significant, because it suggests that it was Aristotle who cele-
brated the mathematical Pythagorean& for having achieved some credibility in 
their method of demonstration, even if they were overzealous in their pursuit 
of a unified philosophical system. 
CONCLUSIONS 
We have seen that the fundamental difference between acousmatic and mathe-
matical Pythagoreanism as formulated by Aristotle lies in the latter group's at-
tempts to make use of some sorts of demonstrative argumentation in order to 
provide explanations for their ideas. While acousmatic Pythagoreans appar-
ently made no attempts to engage in demonstrations, mathematical Pythagore-
ans engaged in investigations that employed the principles of mathematics in 
order to make sense of the world they experienced. Their demonstrations 
tended to be derived from the principles of mathematics, including liroiter and 
unlimited, as attested in the genuine fragments ofPhilolaus of Croton. It is also 
possible that their demonstrations were axiomatic and took the form of dia-
grams, as in the case of the speculative optical theories of Archytas of Taren-
turn. 95 Doubtless other types of Pythagorean demonstration have been lost to 
94. The term ci iOTw Tcilv 1rpayp.tiTwv has been used as grounds for dismissal of this frag-
ment as authentic, especially since the term itself is replicated in the spurious ll(pt apxwv of 
Ps.-ArchytaS. But the authenticity of Philolaus's fragment has also been defended in various 
ways byNussbaum (1979· 101) and Hufiinan (1993: 131-132).1heterm ~ Tcilv 1rpayp.tiTwv 
aixJ(a, which appears in Plato's Cmtylus, also occurs by reference to PhUolaus, as I argue in 
chapter 4, section c:ntltled •pJato and Mathematical Pythagorean 'Being' before the Phaulo.• 
95. See Burnyeat 2005a: 45-51. 
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Wl The plurality of the objects of their study made it difficult for Aristotle to 
characterize their philosophical system and to locate it squarely within the in-
q,ltry portion of his history of philosophy. The mathematical Pythagoreans 
were apparently also prone to establish relationships of similarity between 
numbers and perceptibles. What is more, as I will show, they posited an onto-
logical order that was based on attributes that were strongly related to social 
organization within the polis, such as the notion of "what is more honorable," 
thus suggesting an organic relationship between the terms of political order 
and of ontological hierarchy. This important aspect of Aristotle's description 
of the pragmateia of the mathematical Pythagorean& is the subject of the first 
portion of chapter 2. 
